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On the Stability of Wavelet Bases in the Lifting ShemeJo Simoens �y Stefan Vandewalle yApril 2000AbstratThe lifting sheme provides an easy way to onstrut wavelet bases on irregular meshesin one or more dimensions. However, analysis shows that the standard implementationwhere a primal lifting step is used to inrease the number of vanishing moments of thewavelets an ompromise the stability of the resulting wavelet basis.We propose a modi�ation whih solves this issue. With this modi�ation, uniformstability an be guaranteed for a standard two-step lifted wavelet transform omprisingone dual (predition) and one primal (update) lifting step.1 IntrodutionWe are onerned with nonstationary biorthogonal wavelet bases. The basi struture is astritly inreasing sequene V := fVjgj�0 of losed subspaes of a Hilbert spae H whoseunion is dense in H, Vj � Vj+1 ; j � 0 ; and los 1[j=0Vj = H :This is alled a multiresolution analysis (MRA). Between every two suessive spaes in V,onstrut algebrai omplements Wj so thatVj+1 = Vj �Wj :The symbol `�' denotes the inner sum of disjoint linear spaes. The omplement spae Wjis not neessarily orthogonal to Vj . With the notational onvention that W�1 := V0, we allthe sequene W := fWjgj��1 a multisale deomposition (MSD) of H.Our terminology is liberal, in that any basis �j := f'jk j k 2 Kj g for the spae Vj isreferred to as a set of saling funtions, and any basis 	j := f jm j m 2Mj g for any type ofomplement spae Wj , j � 0, is alled a set of wavelets at level j. This should be ontrastedto the stationary setting, where all saling funtions and all wavelets are translates and dilatesof a single father .q. mother funtion. We onsider the general, nonstationary ase. Also,more restritive de�nitions of the term `wavelet' are found in the literature. In whih sensethe basis property has to be understood is made lear below.�Researh Assistant of the Fund for Sienti� Researh { Flanders, Belgium (F.W.O.)yDepartment of Computer Siene, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium1



A MSD W with bases �j and 	j and a seond MSD ~W with bases ~�j and ~	j arebiorthogonal if 
'jk ; ~'jk0� = Ækk0 ; 
 jm ; ~'jk0� = 0 ;
'jk ; ~ jm0� = 0 ; 
 jm ; ~ jm0� = Æmm0 ;where Ækk0 is the Kroneker symbol. By onvention, W is alled the primal MSD and ~W thedual MSD, but their roles an obviously be interhanged.The lifting sheme, proposed by Sweldens [13℄, starts from an initial pair of biorthogonalMSDs and builds a new pair, leaving the MRA on one side unhanged. In primal lifting theprimal saling funtions are kept and the primal wavelets are modi�ed to meet some hosenrequirements by adding a linear ombination of saling funtions:'̂jk := 'jk ;  ̂jm :=  jm �Xk ujkm 'jk : (1.1)This operation hanges the omplement spaes Wj. To maintain biorthogonality, the dualsaling funtions and wavelets are modi�ed aordingly. In dual lifting the analogous op-eration is performed on the dual side. The most ommon realization of the lifting shemeomprises two onseutive steps: a dual lifting steps from a trivial initial pair of MSDs,followed by a primal lifting step.The lifting sheme an be a tool in the onstrution of wavelet bases: sometimes it ismore onvenient to de�ne the lifting steps rather than the resulting basis funtions. This isthe point of view whih is adopted in this paper. It has been shown [6℄ that lifting is ratherpowerful, in that any stationary biorthogonal wavelet transform with �nite �lters an befatored into lifting steps. The lifting sheme is easy to implement, gives eÆient algorithms,but its main attration is perhaps its exibility, owing to the expliit harater of (1.1). Thisis an important advantage when dealing with meshes of irregular geometry and onnetivity.Signal proessing appliations suh as ompression and denoising in a wavelet basis assumeequivalene of the L2-norm of a signal f and the `2-norm of the sequene of its waveletoeÆients , m kk`2 � kfkL2 �M kk`2 ; (1.2)where m and M depend only on the wavelet basis and should be lose to eah other. Thusthe error made in the signal by disarding one oeÆient is bounded from above and frombelow by the magnitude of the oeÆient up to the onstants M and m. The property (1.2)will de�ne L2-stability of the wavelet basis.Another lass of appliations where stability is essential are variational problems�nd u 2 Hr suh that a(u; v) = f(v) 8v 2 Hr (1.3)in a Sobolev spae Hr, with f 2 H�r and a(u; v) symmetri and Hr-ellipti, i.e.m2a kvk2Hr � a(v; v) �M2a kvk2Hr ; 0 < ma;Ma <1 :The variational formulation of a seond-order ellipti partial di�erential equation (wherer = 1) is an example. If the MRA de�ned above is in Hr, Galerkin disretization of (1.3) inany of the spaes Vj gives the disrete problem�nd uj 2 Vj suh that a(uj; vj) = f(vj) 8vj 2 Vj : (1.4)2



When expressed in a basis �j = f�jkgk for Vj , (1.4) beomes the linear systemAj j = fj (1.5)with Aj = [a(�jk; �jl)℄kl, Pk jk �jk = uj and fjk = f(�jk). Here and in the sequel, we denoteby jk the elements of a vetor j . The number of unknowns grows exponentially as j isinreased. In view of the numerial solution of (1.5), we would like the spetral onditionnumber of the matrix Aj to remain bounded for inreasing j. Using symmetry and Hr-elliptiity of a(�; �), one easily heks that this is equivalent to the basis �j being Hr-stableuniformly in j, i.e. m kjk`2 � Xk jk �jkHr �M kjk`2 ;with m and M independent of j.The standard implementations in [13℄ and subsequent papers do not onsider stabilityissues. Although developed independently, lifting �ts in the stability theory of [1℄, where aharaterization is given of all stable wavelet bases starting from a given MRA. The objetivesin the present paper are double. Firstly, we aim to explain some observed stability problemsin the lassial use of the two-step lifting sheme. In a reent report, Jansen [8℄ desribesstability problems with lifted wavelet bases in the ontext of signal denoising. Our analysisloates the origin of the problem in the primal lifting step. Seondly, we want to proposea modi�ation whih is simple and yields wavelet bases and omplement spaes that areuniformly stable. It should be noted that we do not show multisale stability.The remainder of this paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 realls some of the existingtheory on the stability of multisale bases and multisale transforms. These onepts arenext applied to the lifting sheme. Setion 3 plaes the priniple of lifting and the two-steponstrution in the ontext of the preeding stability theory, and in Setion 4, we investigatestability issues in the so-alled update step and develop a modi�ed update method.2 Multisale Bases and Stability2.1 Multisale DeompositionsIn a MSD W as de�ned in Setion 1, de�ne the two-sale transform Aj asAj : Vj �Wj ! Vj+1 : (v; w) 7! v + w : (2.1)To avoid notational onfusion, we use the symbol `�' instead of `�' to denote the diret sumof inner produt spaes. The diret sum of V and W is the produt spae V �W endowedwith the inner produt h(v; w) ; (v0; w0)iV�W := hv ; v0iV +hw ;w0iW . Note that Aj is invertiblebeause of the assumption that Wj is an algebrai omplement.De�nition 2.1. The subspae Wj is a stable omplement of Vj in Vj+1 if Aj in (2.1) isbounded and boundedly invertible. The omplements fWjg are said to be uniformly stable ifthe ondition number of Aj is bounded uniformly in j.It is easy to �nd a more expliit ondition. We introdue a number whih haraterizesthe degree of omplement stability in an intuitive way. It an be thought of intuitively as theosine of the angle between two spaes. 3



Proposition 2.2. Given Vj+1 = Vj �Wj, de�ne�j := supv2Vj ;w2Wjv;w 6=0 ���� � vkvk ; wkwk�H���� : (2.2)Then Wj is a stable omplement of Vj if and only if �j < 1. The ondition number �(Aj)equals (1 + �j)1=2(1� �j)�1=2:Proof. The two-sale transform Aj itself is always bounded, sinekAjk2 := supv;w 6=0 kv + wk2Hk(v; w)k2Vj�Wj = 1 + supv;w 6=0 2 jhv ; wijkvk2H + kwk2H= 1 + supkvk=kwk=1 jhv ; wij = 1 + �j :The operator norm of A�1j is given bykA�1j k2 := supv;w 6=0 1 + 2Re hv ; wikvk2H + kwk2H!�1 = 11� �j (2.3)if �j < 1, and otherwise A�1j is unbounded.A �ne-resolution spae VJ an be written as a telesopi deomposition into a oarserresolution spae and omplement spaes,VJ = Vj � J�1Mi=j Wi : (2.4)Thus any element vJ = vj +PJ�1i=j wi of VJ an be written in multisale form as a vetor(vj ; wj ; : : : ; wJ�1) in the diret sum spae Vj �Wj � � � ��WJ�1.The onversion from multisale form to single-sale form is termed a multisale transformT jJ : Vj � J�1�i=j Wi ! VJ : (vj ; wj ; : : : ; wJ�1) 7! vJ = vj + J�1Xi=j wi ;or, written in terms of the two-sale transform,T jJ (vj ; wj ; : : : ; wJ�1) = AJ�1�T jJ�1(vj ; wj ; : : : ; wJ�2); wJ�1� ;T jj+1(vj ; wj) = Aj(vj ; wj) :In a similar way as omplement stability was based upon two-sale transforms, multisaletransforms de�ne a notion of stability for MSDs.De�nition 2.3. A MSD of H is stable if T 01 :�1i=�1Wi !H : (w�1; w0; : : : ) 7!P1i=�1 wiis bounded and boundedly invertible. 4



A stable MSD in the sense of the above de�nition is an instane of what is alled astable subspae splitting [16, 12℄ in the theory of Shwarz methods. Stability of a MSD is notequivalent to uniform omplement stability; in L2(
) with 
 � R2 , the standard hierarhialbasis [17℄ on two-dimensional triangulations is a known ounterexample. However, we willsee that the former implies the latter. First we show that the multisale transform over alllevels is onneted to intermediate multisale transforms over a �nite number of levels in away one would expet.Proposition 2.4. Let W be a MSD. Then the following are equivalent:(i) T 0J are uniformly well-onditioned, i.e. 9 0 < m;M <1 independent of J suh thatT 0J  �M; (T 0J )�1 � m�1(ii) T 01 is bounded and boundedly invertible.Furthermore, the sequenes fT 0J g and f(T 0J )�1g (and hene the sequene of onditionnumbers f�(T 0J )g) are monotone nondereasing.Proof. Monotoniity follows immediately from the embedding VJ � VJ+1. We show that ifthe T 0J are uniformly well-onditioned, then T 01 and its inverse are both bounded; the onverseis lear. Pik v 2 H, v = T 01(w�1; w0; : : : ), and let T 0J (w�1; w0; : : : ; wJ�1) =: vJ 2 VJ . ThenkvJk �M k(w�1; w0; : : : ; wJ�1)k �M k(w�1; w0; : : : )k ;and limJ!1 kvJk = kvk, so that T 01 � M . As to the norm of the inverse, for any J itholds that k(w�1; w0; : : : ; wJ�1)k � m�1 kvJk :Sine the right-hand side onverges to kvk and the left-hand side is stritly inreasing forJ !1, it follows that (T 01)�1 � m�1.Proposition 2.5. If the multisale transforms T 0J are uniformly well-onditioned, then soare the two-sale transforms Aj. More spei�ally, one has��T 0J � � max0�j<J(1� �j)�1=2with �j from (2.2).Proof. Let T 0J (w�1; w0; : : : ; wJ�1) = vJ 2 VJ and wJ 2WJ . ThenkvJk2 + kwJk2 � T 0J 2� J�1Xi=�1 kwik2�+ kwJk2� T 0J 2 k(w�1; w0; : : : ; wJ�1; wJ )k2� T 0J 2 (T 0J+1)�12 kvJ + wJk2 :Sine kT 0J k � kT 0J+1k, the result follows from (2.3) and the monotoniity of f��T 0J �g.5



Hene a neessary ondition for stability of the MSD is that the omplement spaes beuniformly stable.SuÆient onditions for stability of a MSD have been established by Dahmen [3, 4℄. Themain result is inluded here for ompleteness. LetW be a MSD inH and de�ne the projetorsPj : H ! Vj : v = T 01(w�1; w0; : : : ) 7! vj = j�1Xi=�1wj : (2.5)Then the spaes de�ned as the range of the adjoint projetors ~Vj := rangeP �j are nested anddense in H [3℄, and thus form a dual MRA ~V. The following is shown.Theorem 2.6 ([4, Theorem 5.6℄). Let V be a MRA in H, and let Pj be projetors withranges Vj suh that the spaes ~Vj := rangeP �j are also nested. If the projetors Pj areuniformly bounded in H, and if there is a family of uniformly bounded subadditive funtionals!(�; t) : H ! R+; t > 0 with limt!0+!(v; t) = 0 8v 2 Hsuh that the pair of diret and inverse estimatesinfvj2Vj kv � vjkH . !(v; 2�j) 8v 2 H ; (2.6)!(vj ; t) . (minf1; 2jtg) kvjkH 8vj 2 Vjholds for V and similarly for ~V with some , ~ > 0, respetively, thenkvk2H � 1Xj=0 k(Pj � Pj�1)vk2H ;with the onvention that P�1 := 0.Under the onditions of this theorem, the MSD orresponding to the projetors Pj through(2.5) is stable. The results in [3, 4℄ are formulated in terms of the primal and dual MRAswithout the omplement spaes intervening diretly, whih di�ers from our approah in thissetion. The rationale behind it is that it is often relatively easy to �nd simple uniformlystable bases that span a pair of biorthogonal MRAs.2.2 Bases in Multisale DeompositionsIn the above, we have been dealing only with linear spaes without referene to bases for thesespaes. We now introdue bases in the subspaes of a MSD. We briey reall the de�nitionof a Riesz basis that is used in this paper. For more details the reader is referred to [5, Ch.3℄.De�nition 2.7. A ountable set f�kg in U � H is a frame if there are positive onstantsm;M suh that for any u 2 Um2 kuk2H �Xk jhu ; �kiHj2 �M2 kuk2H : (2.7)The best onstants m2;M2 in (2.7) are the frame bounds.6



De�nition 2.8. A frame in U whih is minimal in the sense that it loses the frame propertyif any of its elements is removed, is a Riesz basis for U . The best m and M in (2.7) are alledthe Riesz onstants of the Riesz basis. The ratio M=m is then the Riesz ondition number.If a frame f�kg is a Riesz basis, the representation u = Pk k�k is unique, and there isa unique dual Riesz basis f~�kg with Riesz onstants M�1;m�1, and with the property thatu =Pk hu ; ~�ki �k =Pk hu ; �ki ~�k:One has that f�kg is a Riesz basis for the losure of its linear span if and only if for anysequene of oeÆients  2 `2m k k`2 � Xk k �kH �M k k`2 : (2.8)The best onstants in this formulation are equal to the Riesz onstants.De�nition 2.9. A sequene of Riesz bases f�jkg for spaes Uj � H with Riesz onstantsmj;Mj is uniformly stable if m�1j and Mj are bounded uniformly in j.For onveniene of notation, an expression like 8j;8uj = Pk jk�jk : kujkH � M kjk`2with M < 1 independent of j, will be written more onisely as kujkH . kjk`2 . Thenotation kujkH � kjk`2 means that kjk`2 . kujkH . kjk`2 .In the sequel, we will assume a Riesz basis �j is given for eah Vj, and a Riesz basis 	jfor eah Wj, Vj = losH span�j ; �j := f'jk j k 2 Kj gWj = losH span	j ; 	j := f jm j m 2Mj g ;with Kj and Mj unspei�ed index sets. In many pratial appliations, this is atually theway the spaes Vj are de�ned: as the losed span of a set �j.The multiresolution struture of Vj and Wj is equivalent to re�nability of the bases: thereexist unique re�nement masks fhjlkg and fgjlmg suh that'jk = Xl2Kj+1 hjlk 'j+1;l ;  jm = Xl2Kj+1 gjlm 'j+1;l :Letting the sets �j and 	j double as (possibly in�nite) row vetors, the re�nement relationsabove an be written as matrix expressions�j = �j+1Hj and 	j = �j+1Gj :Unonditional onvergene of these expressions follows from the Riesz basis property of �j+1.2.3 Multisale Bases and Multisale TransformsWe an now reformulate the two-sale transform in terms of the given bases, asAj : `2(Kj)� `2(Mj)! `2(Kj+1) : (aj ; bj) 7! Hjaj +Gjbj (2.9)or in matrix notation Aj := �Hj Gj� ; Aj �ajbj� = Hjaj +Gjbj : (2.10)7



Complement stability, being de�ned as bounded invertibility of the basis-free two-saletransform Aj, is immediately related to the two-sale transform matrix Aj . The followingresult is a uniform version of a remark from [2℄.Proposition 2.10. Assume that �j are uniformly stable Riesz bases in a MRA fVjg, withre�nement matries Hj, Then the following are equivalent:(i) Wj := losH span	j, with 	j := �j+1Gj, are uniformly stable omplements of Vj inVj+1, and 	j are uniformly stable Riesz bases for Wj(ii) Aj := �Hj Gj� and its inverse are both uniformly bounded.Proof. The impliation (i) ( (ii) is lear. To prove the forward impliation, note that if Ajare uniformly bounded, then so are Gj. Let wj = �j+1Gjbj. Sine �j+1 are uniformly stable,uniform boundedness of Gj implies kwjk � kGjbjk . kbjk. On the other hand, denote theinverse of Aj as � ~Hj ~Gj��. Then ~G�j are also uniformly bounded and bj = ~G�jGjbj , so thatkbjk . kGjbjk � kwjk. Hene �j+1Gj are uniformly stable bases for their losed spans.Beause of the deomposition (2.4), an element of Vj an be expressed in any of two ways,�JaJ = �jaj + J�1Xi=j 	ibi ;in single-sale form by its oordinates aJ in the single-sale basis �J , and in multisale formby the vetor of oeÆients �aTj bTj : : : bTJ�1�T in the multisale basis �jJ := �j[SJ�1i=j 	i.It is lear that if the omplement spaes Wj are orthogonal to the respetive Vj and if 	jare uniformly stable bases for Wj , then by the Pythagorean theorem �0J are uniformly stablebases for Vj . As the next result states, this also holds for MSDs that are not neessarilyorthogonal, as long as they are stable.Proposition 2.11. A neessary and suÆient ondition for �0J being uniformly stable basesfor VJ is that(i) T 0J are uniformly well-onditioned, and(ii) 	j are uniformly stable bases for Wj.Furthermore, the Riesz ondition number of �0J is bounded by ��T 0J �maxj<Jf�(	j)g.Proof. Let vJ = PJ�1j=�1wj with wj = Pm2Mj bjm jm. If 	j are uniformly stable, thenPJ�1j=�1 kwjk2H �PJ�1j=�1 kbjk2̀2(Mj). Uniform well-onditionedness of T 0J means that kvJk2H �PJ�1j=�1 kwjk2H, while �0J being uniformly stable is equivalent to kvJk2H � PJ�1j=�1 kbjk2̀2(Mj).Hene suÆieny is trivial. Neessity follows from the fat that if �0J are uniformly stable,then so are their subsets 	j.The multisale transform from multisale to single-sale form is eÆiently performed usingMallat's multiresolution algorithm. The operation an be written in matrix form as theappliation of T jJ := �AJ�1 00 I�T jJ�1 ; T jj+1 := Aj :8



If the spaes Vj are �nite-dimensional, we may expand T jJ into an nJ � nJ matrix, where nJis the dimension of VJ .EÆieny of the multisale transform written in this form depends strongly on the matriesAj being sparse. This is a property of the bases involved, and we will always strive to �ndbases that possess this property.De�nition 2.12. The basis �j is loal relative to �j+1 if the number of nonzero entries ina olumn of the re�nement matrix Hj is bounded. An analogous de�nition is made for 	jand Gj.The hierarhy of bases f�jg is loal if for every j, �j is loal relative to �j+1 and thenumber of nonzero entries per olumn of Hj is bounded uniformly in j. The olletion ofwavelet bases f	jg is loal if for every j, both �j and 	j are loal relative to �j+1 and thenumber of nonzero entries per olumn of Hj and Gj are bounded uniformly in j.If the bases are loal, the appliation of T jJ requires O(nJ) operations.2.4 A Riesz Basis for HOne an prove a similar fat as in Proposition 2.4 in terms of the bases in the MSD. Thenext result is obtained in [9℄ for a slightly di�erent de�nition of a frame. The modi�ationsrequired in the proof for our de�nition are straightforward. We inlude a reworded proof forthe onveniene of the reader.Theorem 2.13. Let W be a MSD of H, and let 	j be a Riesz basis for Wj. Then thefollowing are equivalent:(i) the systems �0J are uniformly stable bases for VJ(ii) �01 := [1j=�1	j is a Riesz basis for H.Moreover, the sequenes of Riesz onstants mJ ;MJ of �0J are monotone and0 < m� = limJ!1mJ � mJ �MJ � limJ!1MJ =M� <1for all J , where m�;M� are the Riesz onstants of �01.Proof. To prove monotoniity, take vJ =PJ�1j=�1Pm jm jm 2 VJ � VJ+1. By (2.8) one hasthat M�2J kvJk2H � J�1Xj=�1Xm jjmj2 � m�2J kvJk2H ; (2.11)and also, beause of nestedness,M�2J+1 kvJk2H � JXj=�1Xm jjmj2 � m�2J+1 kvJk2H :The oeÆients  are unique, so Jm = 0. Sine mJ ;MJ are the best onstants, one musthave mJ+1 � mJ and MJ �MJ+1: 9



We proeed to show that if m1 := limJ!1mJ > 0 and M1 := limJ!1MJ < 1, then�01 is a Riesz basis for H. For any v 2 H, let fvng with vn =PJn�1j=�1Pm njm jm 2 VJn be asequene onverging to v. Sine the m�2J are bounded, fng is a Cauhy sequene in `2. Let� be its limit. Then P1j=�1Pm �jm jm onverges strongly to v. Using onvergene of fngand fvng to � and v, and the inequalities (2.11) relating both sequenes, �nally givesM�21 kvk2H � k�k2̀2 � m�21 kvk2H :By density, m1 and M1 are the best onstants.Conversely, let �01 be a Riesz basis for H with onstants m�;M�. Any subset of �01 is aRiesz basis for its linear span, with onstants bounded by m� and M�. Again, density of Vimplies that limJ!1mJ = m� and limJ!1MJ =M�.Corollary 2.14. Assume that �J are uniformly stable bases for VJ . Then the following areequivalent:(i) the multisale transforms T 0J are uniformly well-onditioned(ii) �01 is a Riesz basis for H.Proof. This is an immediate onsequene of Theorem 2.13. It suÆes to see that if the �J areuniformly stable, T 0J having uniformly bounded ondition numbers is equivalent to uniformstability of �0J .The last orollary states that in order to have uniformly well-onditioned multisale trans-forms, one needs a multisale Riesz basis for H. As the next setion realls, this implies abiorthogonal MSD. Thus biorthogonality appears as a neessary ondition for stability.2.5 Biorthogonal Multisale DeompositionsLet us �rst assume for a moment that �01 is a Riesz basis for H. Then there is a unique dualRiesz basis ~�01 = S1j=�1 ~	j , whih is biorthogonal to �01 and whih de�nes a dual MSD by~Wj := losH span ~	j ; ~VJ := J�1Mj=�1 ~Wj :Moreover, if �j are uniformly stable bases for Vj , then there are uniformly stable bases ~�jfor ~Vj whih are biorthogonal to �j. The bases �j, 	j and their duals ~�j, ~	j de�ne a pairof biorthogonal MSDs.We now drop the assumption that �01 is a Riesz basis. A pair of MSDsW and ~W equippedwith the single-level Riesz bases �j, 	j and ~�j, ~	j is alled biorthogonal if 
'jk ; ~'jk0� = Ækk0and 
 jm ; ~ j0m0� = Æjj0Æmm0 , or
'jk ; ~'jk0� = Ækk0 ; 
 jm ; ~'jk0� = 0 ;
'jk ; ~ jm0� = 0 ; 
 jm ; ~ jm0� = Æmm0 :One then has that Wj ? ~Vj and Vj ? ~Wj. Also, the matries in the re�nement relations�j = �j+1Hj ; 	j = �j+1Gj ;~�j = ~�j+1 ~Hj ; ~	j = ~�j+1 ~Gj ;10



have the form Hj = [h'jk ; ~'j+1;li℄Tkl ; Gj = [h jm ; ~'j+1;li℄Tml ;~Hj = [h ~'jk ; 'j+1;li℄Tkl ; ~Gj = [h ~ jm ; 'j+1;li℄Tml :These re�nement matries satisfy~H�j Hj = I ; ~H�j Gj = 0 ;~G�j Hj = 0 ; ~G�j Gj = I ;whih an be rewritten very suintly using the two-sale transform matrix Aj from (2.10)and its dual ounterpart, as ~A�j Aj = Aj ~A�j = I. A pair of matries with this property aresaid to be biorthogonal matries. Hene the inverse of Aj is given by ~A�j , and the forward andinverse two-sale transforms read aj+1 = Hjaj +Gjbj and aj = ~H�j aj+1, bj = ~G�jaj+1.Note that if both the primal and the dual bases are loal, then both the forward and theinverse multisale transforms T 0J and (T 0J )�1 have linear omplexity.2.6 Order and Vanishing Moment ConditionsWhen dealing with MRAs on possibly bounded domains, we �nd it onvenient to use a slightlymodi�ed de�nition of the order of a MRA, whih oinides with the usual de�nition in thestationary ase.De�nition 2.15. The (polynomial) order of a nonstationary MRA on a domain in Rd isgiven by ~N := maxfn j 9j0 suh that 8j � j0 : �n is loally ontained in Vj g ;where �n is the spae of polynomials of total degree at most n.Here loal inlusion is understood as an inlusion whih holds on every bounded subdomainof the possibly unbounded domain in Rd . The modi�ation is needed to allow for �nite-dimensional spaes Vj , with possibly dimVj < N at the oarsest levels.More generally, the spaes �n need not onsist of polynomials, as long as they are appro-priately nested, i.e. �n � �n0 when n � n0, and have inreasing loal approximation power:the sole objetive of imposing some polynomial order is usually to guarantee the existene ofa diret estimate (2.6) through a Bramble{Hilbert type argument.De�nition 2.16. In a nonstationary MRA on a domain in Rd , the primal wavelets are saidto have N vanishing moments if Wj is orthogonal to �N for j � j0.In the biorthogonal setting, the number of vanishing moments of the dual wavelets is ofourse de�ned analogously. One has that S � H is orthogonal to Wj for all j � j0 if andonly if S � ~Vj0 . Hene the quantities N and ~N are dual to eah other in that the numberof primal vanishing moments N equals the order of the dual MRA, and the order ~N of theprimal MRA equals the number of dual vanishing moments.
11



3 The Lifting Sheme3.1 Priniple and Stability PropertiesWe may now apply the onepts from the previous setion to the lifting sheme. The liftingsheme exploits the following observation [13, Theorem 8.1℄.Theorem 3.1. Let Aj = �Hj Gj� and ~Aj = � ~Hj ~Gj� be a pair of bounded biorthogonaltwo-sale transform matries. If Uj is bounded, then the new two-sale transform matriesÂj = �Hj Ĝj� := �Hj Gj� �I �Uj0 I � and ~̂Aj := � ~̂Hj ~̂Gj� = � ~Hj ~Gj� � I 0U�j I� (3.1)are also bounded and biorthogonal.Remark 3.2. If the two-sale transform matries Aj are uniformly well-onditioned, then thenew matries Âj de�ned by (3.1) for all j are also uniformly well-onditioned if and only ifthe matries Uj are uniformly bounded.Theorem 3.1 an be obtained as an instane of a more general result.Theorem 3.3 ([1℄). Given Hj, any Gj suh that �Hj Gj� is bounded and boundedly in-vertible, is alled a stable ompletion of Hj. Starting with an initial stable ompletion Gj,any Ĝj obtained as �Hj Ĝj� := �Hj Gj� �I L0 K�with L bounded and K bounded and boundedly invertible, is also a stable ompletion of Hj.Moreover, all stable ompletions of Hj are of this form.The lifting sheme uses K = I. It has been shown [6℄ that in the stationary setting anypair of loal biorthogonal re�nement operators �H G� an be obtained by lifting from atrivial initial hoie.By Proposition 2.10 and the next result, the new biorthogonal two-sale transform matri-es de�ne new sets of biorthogonal basis funtions, at least when the onditions on the newdual MRA are satis�ed.Proposition 3.4 ([1, Remark 2.5℄). Let f�̂jg, f ~̂�jg be uniformly stable biorthogonal sys-tems of re�nable funtions with re�nement matries Ĥj .q. ~̂Hj, both spanning a MRA. Thenthe following are equivalent:(i) 	̂j := �̂j+1Ĝj and ~̂	j := ~̂�j+1 ~̂Gj form biorthogonal sets of funtions(ii) Âj := �Ĥj Ĝj� and ~̂Aj := � ~̂Hj ~̂Gj� are biorthogonal.Finding the new primal wavelets is obvious: they are derived from the unhanged salingfuntions by the new re�nement matries Ĝj. The new dual saling funtions are de�ned as thelimit funtions of the nonstationary subdivision sheme determined by the dual re�nementmatries ~̂Hj . Convergene of this subdivision sheme is not guaranteed. If the new dualsaling funtions exist, the new dual wavelets are easily found using the matries ~̂Gj .12



As was already stressed in [13℄, while it does maintain biorthogonality, lifting in itselfdoes not guarantee the new MSDs being stable. We an now synthesize muh of preedingdisussion into a statement on the stability of omplement spaes and single-sale bases in apair of biorthogonal MSDs after lifting.Theorem 3.5. Let W and ~W, with the bases �j, 	j and ~�j, ~	j, be a pair of biorthogonalMSDs. Assume that the bases �j and 	j are uniformly stable and that Wj are uniformlystable omplements, and use the same assumptions on the dual MSD ~W.With Hj, Gj denoting the re�nement matries inW and ~Hj, ~Gj the re�nement matries in~W, the new re�nement matries after lifting, Ĥj = Hj and Ĝj as de�ned in (3.1), determinea new MSD Ŵ.If the matries Uj in (3.1) are uniformly bounded, then the following holds:(i) The lifted bases �̂j := �j and 	̂j := �j+1Ĝj are uniformly stable, and the spaes Ŵj :=losH span 	̂j are uniformly stable omplements.(ii) If, in addition, the lifted dual re�nement matries ~̂Hj, as de�ned in (3.1), determinesets of dual saling funtions ~̂�j that are uniformly stable then also ~̂	j := ~̂�j+1 ~̂Gj areuniformly stable, and ~̂W j := losH span ~̂	j are uniformly stable omplements.Proof. If the single-sale bases �j and 	j are uniformly stable and the spaes Wj are uni-formly stable omplements, then by Proposition 2.10, the two-sale transform matries Aj areuniformly well-onditioned, and by biorthogonality so are ~Aj. Uniform boundedness of theupdate matries Uj implies by Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 that the new two-sale transformmatries Âj and their biorthogonal matries ~̂Aj are still uniformly well-onditioned, so thatsimply using Proposition 2.10 in the other sense gives uniform omplement stability of Ŵjand uniform stability of the new single-sale bases 	̂j.As to the seond assertion, assume that nonstationary subdivision with the sequene f ~̂Hjgonverges, de�ning the dual saling funtions ~̂�j. Beause of the relation ~̂H�jHj = I, orre-sponding pieewise onstant iterates of �j and ~̂�j in the nonstationary asade algorithm arebiorthogonal. Hene if the limit funtions ~̂�j exist, they are still biorthogonal to �j. If fur-thermore the bases ~̂�j are uniformly stable, then by Proposition 3.4 also ~̂	j are biorthogonalto �̂j, and by Proposition 2.10 the spaes ~̂W j are uniformly stable omplements and ~̂	j areuniformly stable bases for ~̂W j.Of ourse, the roles of both biorthogonal MSDs in Theorem 3.1 an be interhanged. Thisyields the matriesÂj = �Ĥj Ĝj� := �Hj Gj� � I 0Pj I� and ~̂Aj := � ~̂Hj ~̂Gj� = � ~Hj ~Gj� �I �P �j0 I � : (3.2)In order to distinguish between the two, (3.1) is referred to as primal lifting, while (3.2) isknown as dual lifting. A result analogous to Theorem 3.5 an be formulated.Theorem 3.6. Let W and ~W, with the bases �j, 	j and ~�j, ~	j, be a pair of biorthogonalMSDs. Assume that the bases �j and 	j are uniformly stable and that Wj are uniformlystable omplements, and use the same assumptions on the dual MSD ~W.13



With Hj, Gj denoting the re�nement matries in W and ~Hj, ~Gj the re�nement matriesin ~W, the new dual re�nement matries after dual lifting, ~̂Hj = ~Hj and ~̂Gj as de�ned in (3.2),determine a new MSD ~̂W.If the matries Pj in (3.2) are uniformly bounded, then the following holds:(i) The lifted bases ~̂�j := ~�j and ~̂	j := ~�j+1 ~̂Gj are uniformly stable, and the spaes ~̂W j :=losH span ~̂	j are uniformly stable omplements.(ii) If, in addition, the lifted primal re�nement matries Ĥj, as de�ned in (3.2), deter-mine sets of saling funtions �̂j that are uniformly stable then also 	̂j := �̂j+1Ĝj areuniformly stable, and Ŵj := losH span 	̂j are uniformly stable omplements.3.2 Two-Step ConstrutionIf Aj and ~Aj orrespond to a pair of biorthogonal MSDs, then after primal lifting the primalMRA V has been left unhanged. The new bases �̂j and 	̂j are related to the old ones by�̂j = �j and 	̂j = 	j � �j Uj . This allows to easily build a new 	̂j out of 	j and �j. Onemay start with a simple biorthogonal MSD and then adapt it so as to obtain ertain desirableproperties. Not only is it often easier to �nd Uj and implement the multisale transformwithout expliitly �nding Aj and ~̂A�j , it often also yields a faster algorithm.The standard realization of the lifting sheme uses two onseutive lifting steps. Thestarting point is a simple orthogonal MSD with an orthogonal two-sale transform matrix� �Hj �Gj�. A dual lifting step | or predition step | yields a primal MSD of the desiredorder, and a primal lifting step| or update step | inreases the number of vanishing momentsof the primal wavelets. The seond step has no e�et on the order. The terms update andpredition are due to an interpretation [6℄ of the e�et of both operations.Both onseutive steps are reeted in the multisale transform. The two-sale transformreads aj+1 = � �Hj �Gj� � I 0�Pj I� �I �Uj0 I � �ajbj� :Diret implementation in fatored form leads to easy and eÆient algorithms (see Figure 3).Often it takes signi�antly less operations to apply the multisale transform in fatored formthan to assemble the lifted re�nement matries and multiply these with the vetors of oeÆ-ients. In [6℄ a omparison is made for some stationary multisale transforms.Finally, sine both the inverse of the original multisale transform and of the individuallifting steps are trivial, the inverse transform has a simple expression,�ajbj� = �I Uj0 I � � I 0� �Pj I� � �H�j�G�j � aj+1 ;and is of the same omplexity as the forward transform. If the orthogonal bases before liftingare loal and the predition and update matries are uniformly banded, then both the newprimal bases and the new dual bases after lifting are still loal, and the forward and inversemultisale transforms have linear omplexity.14
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aj  �H�j aj+1bj  �G�jaj+1bj  bj � �Pjajaj  aj + Ujbj(b) inverse transformFigure 3: Fatored implementation of lifting steps in the forward and inverse two-sale trans-forms.Setion 3.1 has made lear that uniform boundedness in norm of the matries Pj and Uj isessential to the stability of the new MSDs after lifting. The predition step usually amounts topolynomial interpolation, and it an be shown that in ommon ases, the predition matriesPj are indeed uniformly bounded in norm, so that Theorem 3.5 an be invoked. The updatestep is more deliate.4 Update MethodsIn view of Theorem 3.5, we introdue one last stability onept and de�ne stability for algo-rithms that hoose update matries.De�nition 4.1. An update method is alled stable if starting from a MSD with uniformlystable bases and uniformly stable omplements, it yields update matries Uj that are uniformlybounded in norm.4.1 Classial UpdateThe requirement that the omplement spae Ŵj be orthogonal to �N does not in itselfuniquely haraterize Ŵj. For eah wavelet  jm, the nonzero entries in the mth olumn Ujmof the update matrix Uj determine a linear ombination of a subset �jm � �j, ̂jm =  jm � �jmujm :The subset �jm is usually hosen a priori. The (possibly) nonzero entries ujm, eah havingits assoiated index in Ujm, will be alled the update stenil for  jm. The number of entriesin the stenil is the stenil width. 15



The standard implementation of the primal lifting step in the two-step onstrution ofSetion 3.2 | to whih we will refer as the lassial update method | goes as follows. Astenil of width N is used, involving the N saling funtions supported losest to the supportof the wavelet to be lifted. The hoie of �jm also has an e�et on Ŵj. The lifting oeÆientsare found as the solution to an N �N system,ujm = 264 h�jm ; p0i...h�jm ; pN�1i375�1 264 h jm ; p0i...h jm ; pN�1i375 ; (4.1)where the funtions pi, i = 0; : : : ; N � 1 form a basis for �N .Whether the system is always nonsingular under the onditions at hand is an open ques-tion. In our experiene in the one-dimensional ase the above system is indeed nonsingularbut nevertheless prone to bad onditioning. A �xed monomial basis for �N is unsatisfatory.Even when a translated monomial basis is used (giving loal moments), its ondition numbertends to grow larger at oarser levels and for inreasing N . Using loal orthogonal polyno-mials might help, but this would present an inrease in omputational ost and would alsofurther ompliate the implementation.The magnitude of the lifting oeÆients an be very sensitive to the hoie of �jm. Thelifting oeÆients appear to be unbounded, and at least not suÆiently well-behaved forpratial purposes. This an ompromise omplement stability and single-sale onditionnumbers for the new wavelet bases. Figure 4 gives a numerial example for an average-interpolating MRA [7℄ of order 5 on a mildly irregular mesh on the interval. The top rowshows the situation before the update step. The bases �4 and 	4 have ondition numbers1:96 and 1:72, respetively, with a omplement stability onstant �4 � :833. Symmetryaround the enter of the interval is only approximate. A lassial update step is performedto obtain a new wavelet basis 	̂4 with �ve vanishing moments. Using the �ve nearest salingfuntions as is done in () does not give aeptable results for the wavelet  ̂4;4 marked inbold: the lifting oeÆients for this wavelet are several orders of magnitude larger than forthe surrounding wavelets. The ondition number �(	̂4) of the new basis is approximately 24and the omplement stability onstant is lose to :998. In (d) another set of saling funtionswas seleted for the update of  4;4 only, namely �4;4 = f'4;1; '4;2; '4;3; '4;4; '4;6g instead off'4;2; : : : ; '4;6g. This alternative hoie results in �(	̂4) � 2:35 and �4 � :473.4.2 Semiorthogonal LiftingIn ontrast, there is a simple update method that is provably stable, whih makes it interestingat least from a theoretial point of view. Choosing the update operator Uj as the orthogonalprojetion from Wj into Vj yields an orthogonal MSD, i.e. a MSD in whih all omplementspaesWj are orthogonal omplements of Vj in Vj+1 and hene are orthogonal toWi for i < j.We refer to this operation as semiorthogonal lifting. Basis funtions for these partiularomplement spaes are sometimes alled prewavelets, when the name wavelets is reserved forthe ase of an orthogonal basis. Sine we all any basis funtion in a omplement spae awavelet, we will use the terms semiorthogonal wavelets and orthogonal wavelets, respetively.Semiorthogonal lifting from the hierarhial basis of [17℄ is onsidered in [14℄. In general,one has the following. 16
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(d) new wavelets 	̂4 using another setof saling funtions in the update of themarked wavelet onlyFigure 4: An example showing that the magnitude of the lifting oeÆients an be verysensitive to the hoie of �jm in (4.1), with adverse e�ets on omplement stability andstability of the lifted wavelet basis.
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Proposition 4.2. Let W be a MSD of H. Assume that Wj are uniformly stable omplementsof Vj in Vj+1, and that 	j are uniformly stable bases for Wj. Then the new multisale basis�̂01 := [1j=�1	̂j obtained by semiorthogonal lifting is a Riesz basis for H.Proof. Sine V is dense in H and the new omplement spaes Ŵj are mutually orthogonal,stability of the new MSD follows from the Pythagorean theorem.Let Pj be the orthogonal projetion of Vj+1 onto Vj , and let  ̂jm :=  jm � �jUjm =(I � Pj) jm. For any w 2Wj ,kwk2 � k(I � Pj)wk2 = kwk2 � kPjwk2 � (1 � �2j ) kwk2 :If Wj is a stable omplement, the operator (I � Pj) with domain restrited to Wj is a topo-logial isomorphism between Wj and Ŵj. If 	j is a Riesz basis for Wj with onstants m andM , then m k(I � Pj)�1k�1 kdk � Xm dm ̂jm �M kI � Pjk kdk ;so that 	̂j is a Riesz basis for Ŵj.The lifted basis 	̂j will be better onditioned if the omplement stability onstant �jbefore semiorthogonal lifting is better. In any ase, if Wj is a stable omplement and if bothbases �j and 	j are stable, then the matrix Qj orresponding to orthogonal projetion fromWj onto Vj is bounded, and this holds uniformly in j.Hene we may onlude stability of semiorthogonal lifting as an update method. Ingeneral the matrix Qj is full, so that the lifted wavelets are not loal. Loal bases for thesame omplement spaes may exist, but this is not our point of interest here. Even when Qjis full, it has a deay property whih will be important in the next setions.Lemma 4.3. If the bases �j and 	j are loal and if �j are uniformly stable, then the ma-tries of lifting oeÆients Qj in semiorthogonal lifting have exponential o�-diagonal deayof a rate that is essentially independent of j.The notions of bandedness and o�-diagonal deay are used with the onvention that thedistane between matrix entries is ounted as the distane between their assoiated nodes inthe mesh, rather than their relative position in the matrix for some ordering of the index sets.Proof. The matrix Qj is found as Qj = h�j ;�ji�1 h	j ;�ji. In terms of the frame operatorFj of the Riesz basis �j and its adjoint F �j ,Fj : Vj ! `2(Kj) : v 7! fhv ; 'jkigk2KjF �j : `2(Kj)! Vj : a 7! Xk2Kj ak 'jk ;the hermitian matrix Rj := h�j ;�ji represents the operator FjF �j . Sine
FjF �j a ; a�`2 = 
F �j a ; F �j a�H = Xk2Kj ak 'jk2H ;
18



this operator satis�es m2j kak2̀2 � hFjF �j a ; ai`2 � M2j kak2̀2 ; or shorter m2j 1 � FjF �j �M2j 1, where mj ;Mj are the Riesz onstants of �j , and 1 is the identity operator on `2(Kj).Rewriting yields 0 � 1� 1M2j FjF �j �  1� m2jM2j !1 < 1 :This implies that k(I �M�2j Rj)k2 is bounded by 1 � m2jM�2j , whih in turn is uniformlybounded away from unity if the bases �j are uniformly stable. As a result, one has thatR�1j =M�2j 1Xn=0�I �M�2j Rj�n :By loality, the matries Rj are banded with uniformly bounded bandwidth. Hene thematrix powers of (I�M�2j Rj), having linearly inreasing bandwidth and elements of exponen-tially dereasing magnitude, sum to a matrix with exponential o�-diagonal deay uniformlyin j. Sine also the matries h	j ;�ji are uniformly banded, the �nal matrix multipliationgiving Qj preserves the asserted property.4.3 Loal SemiorthogonalizationWavelets from semiorthogonal lifting are not automatially loal any more. Yet exat semi-orthogonality is not neessary for stability. Hene the idea of an approximation that givesloal re�nement matries [10, 11, 14, 15℄.Let Qj be the update matrix produed by semiorthogonal lifting, and denote its mtholumn by Qjm. An easy approximation strategy would be to trunate the smallest entriesin the update matrix. Note that whatever the approximation to the update matrix Qj ,the forward and inverse lifted wavelet transforms are still exat inverses to one another aslong as both make the same approximation to Qj . Beause of the form of Qj known fromLemma 4.3, omitting the smallest entries will ause the trunated matrix to be banded. Loalsemiorthogonalization exploits this by hoosing the support of the update stenil in advane:only a subset of �j enters into the semiorthogonalization.One way to view this strategy is to think of it as an exat semiorthogonalization of  ̂jmwith respet to a subspae of Vj spanned by saling funtions supported around the supportof  jm [10, 11℄. If this subset is suÆiently large, the lifted wavelet will be approximatelyorthogonal to Vj.There is another way to think of loal semiorthogonalization. Suppose a subset �jm of�j is �xed in advane, and determine the vetor ujm so as to minimize the quantitymaxv2Vj jh jm � �jmujm ; vijk jm � �jmujmk kvk : (4.2)The hoie of ujm minimizing (4.2) is h�jm ;�jmi�1 h jm ;�jmi, whih orresponds preiselyto  ̂jm being orthogonal to span�jm. This alternative formulation shows how to maximizethe angle with Vj when lifting with an arbitrary subspae Vjm of Vj: �jmujm should be theorthogonal projetion of  jm on Vjm. 19



Sine �N is ontained in Vj, the new wavelets ould also be expeted to be lose to havingN primal vanishing moments. But while the allowable error in orthogonalizing with respet toVj is rather large, in order to bene�t from the side e�et of suÆiently small primal moments,the preision needs to be high. In e�et, all vanishing moments are lost in the approximation.Without at least one primal vanishing moment, the new pair of biorthogonal MSDs annotbe stable.One an, however, guarantee that the update matrix is still uniformly bounded in norm.For eah wavelet, one olumn Ujm of the matrix Uj is alulated. It suÆes to bound therelative deviation of Ujm from Qjm by testing whetherkQjm � Ujmk1 � Æ kQjmk1 (4.3)for some Æ > 0, and enlarging the update stenil until this is true. Sine Qjm itself hasexponentially deaying elements, it is reasonable to assume that enlarging the update stenileventually dereases the norm of the error exponentially in the stenil width. Consequently,the support of the update stenil is bounded uniformly in j. A �rst onsequene of this isthat the lifted wavelets will still be loal, if the wavelets and saling funtions before liftingwere loal. For the matrix Uj as a whole, (4.3) implies thatkQj � Ujk1 � Æ kQjk1 :For band matries with uniformly bounded bandwidth, the 1-norm and the 2-norm are equiv-alent uniformly in the dimensions of the matrix. An m� n matrix A with o�-diagonal deaysatis�es the same norm equivalene b�1 kAk1 � kAk2 � pb kAk1 as a band matrix withbandwidth b if kAk1 ; kAk1 � bmax1�i�m;1�j�n jaij j. This is learly satis�ed if the deay isexponential. Hene (4.3) ensures thatkUjk2 � b3=2(1 + Æ) kQjk2 :The parameter Æ determines the trade-o� between smaller update support and better om-plement stability.With the above devie, the update method inherits its stability from exat semiorthogonallifting. The resulting wavelets are loal.An alternative approah in approximating semiorthogonal lifting is used in [14, 15℄, wherethe ation of Qj = h�j ;�ji�1 h	j ;�ji is approximated by a few iterations of a onjugategradient solver. It is shown experimentally that a onsistently small number of iterations issuÆient for the appliations onsidered. Our approah has the advantage of being loalized:it does not require a global system to be solved (even approximately). Also, it only extendsthe update stenil where this is needed.4.4 A Combined MethodWhen it omes to enhaning omplement stability, approximate semiorthogonalization is anobvious hoie. However, the previous setion has made lear that this implies losing vanishingmoments, whih is undesirable. We therefore propose a ombined method. While enforingexat orthogonality of the lifted omplement spae Ŵj with respet to a subspae �N of itsorresponding oarse sale spae Vj, we will use additional degrees of freedom to maximizethe angle of the lifted wavelets with Vj . This e�et ould be obtained in a seond updatestep after a lassial update, by lifting Ŵj with the subspae Ŵj�1 of Vj instead of with Vj20



itself, but, the bases 	̂j from the unstabilized update being arbitrarily ill-onditioned, this issomething we wish to avoid.Again, assume that a �nite subset �jm � �j is given, with #�jm � N , and let Vjm beits linear span. Use the orthogonal deompositionVjm = (Pjm�N )� (Vjm \�?N ) =: V �jm � V +jm ; (4.4)where Pjm denotes the orthogonal projetion of Vj+1 onto Vjm. To verify that the orthogonalomplement of Pjm�N in Vjm is indeed Vjm \�?N , it suÆes to see that(Pjm�N )?Vjm := f v 2 Vjm j hv ; Pjmpi = hv ; pi = 0 8p 2 �N g :Let �jmB�jm and �jmB+jm be bases for the respetive subspaes V �jm and V +jm. Suh matriesare easily obtained; a matrix B�jm an be found from the projetion into Vjm of the basis[p0 : : : pN�1℄ for �N , whene a suitable B+jm results from a partial Gram{Shmidt orthogo-nalization. We onsider the general ase in whih dimPjm�N = N .With the deomposition (4.4), any vetor of lifting oeÆients ujm is orrespondinglydeomposed as ujm = B�jmu�jm + B+jmu+jm. The �rst omponent moves the unlifted wavelet jm into the orthogonal omplement of �N ifu�jm = 0B�264 h�jm ; p0i...h�jm ; pN�1i375B�jm1CA�1 264 h jm ; p0i...h jm ; pN�1i375 ;and the seond omponent annot make it leave �?N \Vj+1. The vetor ujm minimizing (4.2)under the onstraint that  jm � �jmujm is orthogonal to �N is then found by hoosing�jmB+jmu+jm as the orthogonal projetion of the partially lifted wavelet  jm � �jmB�jmu�jminto V +jm. By orthogonality of the deomposition (4.4), this equals the orthogonal projetionof  jm into V +jm, so thatu+jm = �B+�jm h�jm ;�jmiB+jm��1B+�jm h jm ;�jmi :Not too surprisingly, the set of data needed is a ombination of those for the lassialupdate and those for loal semiorthogonalization.The same devie that was presented for ensuring stability of loal semiorthogonalizationan be used here. This yields an update method whih is stable, produes wavelets that areloal, and gives any desired number of primal vanishing moments ranging from 1 to ~N .5 ConlusionThe standard two-step onstrution of wavelet bases on irregular meshes by means of thelifting sheme does not take into aount stability onsiderations, and this auses notieableproblems. We have presented a modi�ation to the update step that proves to be stable. Thesaling funtions and wavelets on both the primal and the dual side are still loal.
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